Agenda

- 0900-0905  Administrivia  (Chairs)
- 0905-0915  Document Status  (Chairs)
- 0915-0930  Proxies in AAA Key Management  (Housley)
- 0930-1005  Key Management Document  (Ohba)
draft-ietf-hokey-key-mgm-01
- 1005-1025  RADIUS/Diameter Support for ERP  (Dondeti)
draft-gaonkar-radext-erp-attrs-01
draft-dondeti-dime-erp-diameter-01
- 1025-1045  AAA Key Management Discussion
- 1045-1105  EMSK Doc, Key Management Domains  (Salowey)
draft-ietf-hokey-emsk-hierarchy-02
- 1105-1130  Pre-authentication Problem Statement  (Ohba)
draft-ietf-hokey-preauth-ps-01
Document Status

• Documents in “Publication Requested”
  – draft-ietf-hokey-reauth-ps-07
  – draft-ietf-hokey-erx-08

• Documents under development
  – draft-ietf-hokey-emsk-hierarchy-02
  – draft-ietf-hokey-key-mgm-01
  – draft-ietf-hokey-preauth-ps-01
Milestone Status

Done  First draft on EMSK-based Keying Hierarchy
Done  First draft with a problem statement on EAP re-authentication and key management
Done  First draft on EAP Re-authentication and Handover Keying Hierarchy
Done  First draft on EAP Re-authentication Protocol
Done  First draft on Protocol and Keying Hierarchy for Visited Domain Handovers and Re-authentication

Apr 2007  Submit EMSK-based Keying Hierarchy draft to IESG
Done  First draft on Handover Key Distribution Protocol
Done  Submit the problem statement draft to IESG
Done  Submit EAP Re-authentication and Handover Keying Hierarchy draft to IESG
Done  Submit EAP Re-authentication Protocol draft to IESG

Sep 2007  Submit Protocol and Keying Hierarchy for Visited Domain Handovers and Re-authentication draft to IESG
Done  First draft on EAP Pre-authentication Specification for inter-technology and inter-domain handoffs

Mar 2008  Submit EAP Pre-authentication Specification to IESG
Mar 2008  Re-charter or shut down WG